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An analysis of the sequence of geological events and processes occurring within the territory currently 
attributed to the Polesye Saddle, from the Late Proterozoic to the present, has allowed to reasonably dedicate 
perspective sites for searching Low Vendian basalts and basalt tuffs.
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INTRODUCTION
The Polesye Saddle is a first order tectonic structure 

of the Late Baikalian stage of formation, boundaries of 
which are conditionally drawn now along the 0.5 km 
isohypse of the crystalline basement [6]. Three explor-
atory areas for fields of basalts and basalt tuffs were 
proposed. They are the Prigranychnaya, Ivanovo and 
Pinsk ones revealed on slopes of the Polesye Saddle in 
2011 [16] (Figure 1).

During 2016–2017, The Novy Dvor deposit of ba-
salts and saponite-containing basalt tuffs has been re-
vealed and evaluated within the Pinsk prospecting area 
by the State Enterprise “Research and Production Cen-
tre for Geology”. The reserves of the C2 + P1 category 
amounted to 203 830.02 thousand tons, including ba-
salt rocks of 102 259.03 thousand tons, of which suit-
able for the fiber production are 17 835.73 thousand 
tons and tuffs of 101 570.99 thousand tons.

Six geological (natural) types of raw materials was 
distinguished. They are 1B “Tholeiitic basalts”, 2B 
“Tholeiitic basalts, lava-breccia altered”, 3B “Tholeiit-
ic basalts, lava-breccia silicificated”, 4B “Intrusive dol-
erite breccia”, 5B “Dolerite”, 6B “Saponite-containing 
tuff, tuffite”. According to results of technological tests, 
they are combined into three technological (industrial) 
types of raw materials, namely: 1B “Tholeiitic basalts”, 
2T “Tholeiitic basalts altered, dolerite intrusive brec-
cia”, 3T “Saponite-containing tuff, tuffite” [4].

HISTORY OF GEOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT
The history of geological development of the terri-

tory, attributed to the Polesye Saddle, began in the Ear-
ly Proterozoic time, when structural-material complex-
es of its crystalline base were formed. In the crystalline 
basement of this territory, the Central-Belarusian 
Structural Zone (CBZ) (in the north-west) and the Os-
nitsa-Mikashevichi Volcano-Plutonic Belt (OMVPB) 
(in the southeast) are situated. The boundary of these 
structural zones, linearly stretched in the northeastern 
direction, lies within the 20–25 km wide long-lived 
deep mobile Staritsa Fault Zone. Differential tectonic 
movements within this zone occurred with varying in-
tensity over a long time. Complexes of different ages, 
largely gneissic, shaled and mylonitizated are spatial-
ly combined here. The Stokhod-Mogilev deep fault of 
the OMVPB is divided into an outer 10–40 km wide 
Lyubeshov Zone and an internal zone [3]. Exploration 
areas are located within the OMVPB, only the north-
western part of the Ivanovo area is situated within the 
Staritsa Fault Zone (Figure 1).

Besides the dense grid of the northeast strike faults 
in the Polesye Saddle crystal basement there are also 
northwestern strike fault zones of the Early Proterozoic 
formation, which were repeatedly activated during the 
subsequent geological time.

The Volyn-Orsha Aulacogen (VOA) of the northeast 
strike was developed at the Early Baikalian, pre-plate 
stage from the marine basin of the extended Galicia- 
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Belostok Rift of the north-west strike (in present-time 
coordinates). The VOA has developed and inherited 
the position of the CBZ and the OMVPB [1; 17]. The 
Middle Riphean and Lower Vendian terrigenous stratum 
with a thickness of 330–500 m has been accumulat-
ed. The sandstones and siltstones of the Rogachev and 
Pinsk Suites of the Belarusian Series of the Middle Rip- 
hean have the greatest thickness within the rhythmically 
composed red-colored terrigenous stratum [14].

By the end of the Early Baikalian stage, within the 
pre-Vilchanka time, the territory corresponded to a 
denudation plain with a relict lowering of the Volyn- 
Orsha Paleotrough. One of the largest glacial “tongues” 
of the Early-Vendian (Laplandian, Varanger) cover 
glacier moved along the Paleotrough during the Vil-
chan time. The Volyn part of the Paleodepression was 
sufficiently elevated relatively to the Orsha part and 
represented the marginal zone of the glacier [6; 14]. 

At present, thin (up to 10 m) glacier sediments of 
the Vilchanka Series are fragmentarily preserved on 
the Riphean rocks. Tillits were observed at a depth of  
98.0–98.7 m in the borehole 8 only in the south of the 
Pinsk exploration area (Figure 2).

An outflow of basalts happened on the passive conti-
nental margin of the Baltica on the boundary of the Early 
and Late Baikalian stages, at the Volyn time of the Early 
Vendian, during the Rodinia Supercontinent desintegra-
tion and the Tornquist Sea opening [11; 12]. As a result, 
the trap plateau belt of the large Volyn-Brest Magmatic 
Province (VBMP) [9] formed in the southwestern (in 
present-time coordinates) margin of the EEP. The Ko-
brin-Mogilev Paleotrough adjoined to the area of active 
volcanism from the northeast and stretched into the 
craton up to the vast flat depression – the Moscow Sy- 
neclise. This Paleotrough generally inherited the posi-
tion of the VOA, but its axis shifted to the north-west.

Figure 1 – Prospecting areas Ivanovo (A), Prigranichnaya (B) and Pinsk (C)  
on the schematic map on the surface of the Rataichitsi deposits

1 – the boundary of the distribution of the trap formation bodies (Rataichitsi Suite of the Volyn Series of the Lower 
Vendian V1rt); 2 – tectonic dislocations: a – major, b – minor; 3 – prospecting areas for deposits of basalts and basalt tuffs; 

4 – perspective sites; 5 – Novy Dvor deposit of basalts and tuffs; 6 – State border
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Under conditions of differentiated movements that 
preceded the beginning of major structural rebuild and 
volcanic activity, low-thickness (6–20 m) continental 
proluvial-aluvial arcosic sandstones and gravelites of 
the Gorbashi Suite, the Volyn Series were accumulated. 
They lie unconformably on the terrigenous strata of the 
Riphean and Vilchanka Series of Lower Vendian. At this 
time, the subvolcanic bodies of gabbro-dolerites pene-
trated into the Riphean terrigenous strata in the central 
part of the VBMP (Ukraine).

The volcanogenic stratum with a thickness up to 
550 m was formed in the phase of active volcanism (the 
Rataichitsi time). This stratum has a three-membered 
structure corresponding to three stages of magmatism. 
The lower stratum is composed of effusive, explosive 
and, to a lesser extent, hypabyssal facies of moderate-
ly alkaline basite magmatism. The middle stratum in-
cludes the effusive and explosive facies of moderately 
alkaline and normal alkaline acid magmatism and the 
upper stratum consists of effusive, explosive and to a 
small extent hypabyssal facies of normal alkaline basite 
magmatism [7].

The thickness of the volcanogenic stratum does not 
exceed 100 m within the prospecting areas. Tuff-sand-
stones, tuffites of the lower stratum and basalts, tuffs 
and hypabyssal dolerites of the upper stratum (the lat-
ter belongs to the Malaryta Complex βV1ml) are spread 
here. Normal sedimentary material of volcanic-detrital 
rocks, mainly of feldspar-quartz composition, is un-
rounded, has a fresh appearance, which indicates the 
minimum distance of its transfer.

The Ivanovo and Prigranychnaya exploration areas 
are located in the peripheral zone of the large shield 
Drogichin volcano. Here the thickness of the basalt 
cover reached 50 m. The Pinsk exploration area is lo-
cated in the zone of medium-sized fracture effusions 
along the faults of the north-west strike. The basalt 
cover thickness here is 22 m.

During the Valdai time of the Late Vendian Peri-
od, the Kobrin-Polotsk Paleotrough existed within 
thus area, which largely inherited the position of the 
Kobrin-Mogilev Paleotrough and was expanded to the 
north-west. A sequence of a gray-colored terrigenous 
formation was accumulated here, including sediments 
of the Redkino and Kotlin Suites of the Valdai Series. 
Together with volcanic rocks of the trap formation, de-
posits of the Valdai Series of the Late Vendian compose 
the Upper Baikalian structural complex. It has been 
formed at the orthoplatform development stage within 
the west of the East European Platform (EEP). 

The Polesie Saddle was formed as a tectonic struc-
ture, in the post-Valdai time at the Late Baikalian stage 
of the tectonic activation of the territory, when the Bal-

tic-TransDiester Zone of the pericratonic subsidence 
was formed at the western margin of the EEP [6; 17].

For a long geological time, including the entire 
Paleozoic Era, the Triassic, Jurassic Periods and Early 
Cretaceous time, the sedimentation did not occur on 
the territory of the Polesye Saddle. It remained ele-
vated and was the source area of terrigenous material. 
During this time, sediments of the Valdai Series were 
almost completely denudated and remained only in the 
lower parts of the saddle slopes. The rocks of the trap 
formation were completely eroded and removed at the 
central part of the structure.

During the Late Baikalian, Caledonian, and Hercyn-
ian times, fault zones of the northeast and north-west 
strike were activated. Repeated vertical displacements 
of tectonic blocks occurred along them, complicated 
by hade-slip deformations in the Hercynian time.

The Pinsk exploration area is located at an inter-
section of the Stokhod-Mogilev deep fault of 6–8 km 
wide, with the Rechkin-Bizhetrevichi Fault Zone of the 
north-west strike of around 4 km wide (Figures 2, 3, 
4, 5). During the Late Baikalian stage of the tectonic 
activation, the tectonic block, stretched along the Stok-
hod-Mogilev fault, was descent relative to the blocks 
adjacent to it from the northwest and southeast under 
conditions of regional tensile stresses. It remained be-
ing descended for a long time, during which the vol-
canogenic strata with a thickness of about 50–70 m 
were destroyed in the neighboring upstanding blocks, 
while the basalt cover remained in the descended block  
(Figure 4).

Later, at the end of the Caledonian stage [6] faults 
of the north-eastern direction, along which the up-
thrusted deformations occurred, were activated under 
conditions of regional compression in the process of a 
conjunction (oblique mild collision) of the Baltic and 
Avalonia protocontinents and the closure of the Torn-
quist Sea [13]. At this time, within the Pinsk prospect-
ing area, along the Stokhod-Mogilev deep fault, a near-
fault block was uplifted.

The tectonic activation of the Polesye Saddle at the 
Hercynian stage occurred due to the formation of the 
Pripyat Paleorift. Shear deformations happened within 
the Polesye Saddle at the early stage of rifting along the 
faults of the north-west strike [2]. The left shift with an 
amplitude of horizontal displacement around 2.5 km 
took place within the Pinsk exploration area along the 
Rechkin-Bizhetrevichi fault of the north-west strike. 
As a result, the near-fracture block with a cover of 
basalts was divided into two parts: the southern one, 
within which the Novy Dvor deposit was discovered, 
and northern one, within which the exploration was 
not fulfilled (Figure 1).
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During the Late Hercynian stage, later, at the main 
stage of the Pripyat riftogenesis, faults of the sub-
latitudinal strike were laid down due to the turning 
movement of the Inner Graben towards the Ukrainian 
Shield [2]. Vertical and shear movements occurred 
with different intensities along such faults within the 
Polesye Saddle. The Novy Dvor fault has been identi-
fied within the Pinsk exploration area, which limits the 
deposit field from the north.

Repeated alternating vertical movements of tecton-
ic blocks (with the first tens of meters amplitudes) led 
to the formation of the keyboard-block structure of 

the Polesye Saddle. As a rule, the blocks have the form 
of rectangles elongated in the northeast or north-west 
directions. The Ivanovo and Prigranychnaya explora-
tion areas are associated with these tectonic blocks. 
An juxtaposition of fault zones of sub latitudinal strike 
originated blocks of the triangular shape. Quite often 
basalts, which complite the section of the volcanogen-
ic stratum, tuff-sandstones and tuff-gritstone, which 
compose the bottoms of the volcanogenic stratum, 
have been observed at one level of the erosion sur-
face of the pre-Cretaceouse age within the prospecting  
areas.

Figure 2 – Geological map of pre-Quaternary sediments of the Pinsk prospecting area
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Figure 3 – Legend to Figures 2, 4, 5, 8, 9
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Figure 5 – Geological sсhematic map on the surface of sediments of the Cenomanian age  
of the Late Cretaceous of the Pinsk prospecting area

During the Cenomanian time of the Late Creta-
ceous, the marine transgression penetrated from the 
west from the Danish-Polish Paleotrough and from 
the east from the Pripyat-Dnieper Syneclise to the ter-
ritory of the Polesye Saddle [6]. In the warm shallow 
sea there, existed islands confined to elevated tectonic 
blocks. In central parts of the Pinsk and Ivanovo explo-
ration areas, the islands were made of basalts and had 
steep rocky shores. The evidence of this is the presence 
of pebble and pebble-boulder conglomerates. They 
are the coastal-sea and beach pebble and sediments 

within the radius of 5–10 km of supposed coastline  
(Figure 5).

Such conglomerates are composed for 50–70% with 
well-rounded basalt pebbles and boulders, less often 
tuffs and they cemented with sandy chalk (Figure 6). 
Conglomerate layers of maximal thickness up to 5 m, 
which are characterized by the greatest coarseness of 
detritus and considerable remoteness of the coastline, 
are fixed to the southeast from paleo islands. It is the 
evidence of high surf-wave activity from the Pripyat- 
Dnieper Syneclise marine basin. 
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Organogenic structures (algal mats) existed here in 
conditions of a shallow shelf at the Cenomanian time 
too. One of such structures with a thickness of 11.3 m 
was revealed by the borehole 4 at the depth of 71.0 m. 
The structure is composed of cavernous organogen-
ic and organogenic-clastic sandy limestone and has 
two-membered structure. The lower part of the mat is 
composed of more dense limestones (caverns make up 
around 10% of the rock volume), that contains 70–75% 
of the organogenic remains (bryozoans, to shell debris 
of a lesser extent, red algae Rodophyta (red algae)). The 
rocks contain up to 2–3% of sedimentary components 
(quartz, feldspar, volcanomictic material), single glau-
conite grains, and calcite cement (up to 10–15%). The 
upper part of the mate is composed of more cavernous  
limestones (20–25% of the rock volume), in which 
dominate the red algae Rodophyta (red algae), bryozo-
ans and brachiopod shells of the Brachiopod shell pre-
sented to a lesser extent (Figure 7). The replacement of 
predominantly aphotic biota (bryozoan heterotrophs, 
brachiopods) with oligophotic (autotrophs of red al-
gae) indicates relatively deep-water conditions of sed-
imentation within the shaded shelf space to a depth of 
50–70 m and a gradual decrease in the depth of the ba-
sin, accompanied by an increase in light intensity [15]. 
Upward of the section, such deposits are replaced by 
sandy marl-chalk rocks (Figure 8).

During the Turonian time, the sea transgression 
continued, and the area of islands decreased. In the 
conditions of a warm shallow sea basin in the Late Cre-
taceous, the layer of sediments with a thickness of 20 to 
70 m accumulated within the Polesye Saddle.

During the Coniacian time of the Cretaceous Peri-
od, the sea retreated, and the territory of the saddle re-
mained elevated until Eocene. During the Alpine stage 

of activization of the territory (in pre-Kiev time) dif-
ferent amplitude vertical movements of tectonic blocks 
occurred again along the fault zones of the northeast 
and northwest directions. As a result, the cretaceous 
deposits within individual blocks were washed away to 
different degrees (Figure 8).

In the Paleogene time, the sea transgressed again 
onto the territory from the west, from the Polish-Lith-
uanian Syneclise, and from the east, from the Pripy-
at-Dnieper Syneclise [5; 6]. Glauconite-quartz sand 
and siltstone sediments accumulated here under con-
ditions of a shallow sea basin. They covered with strati-
graphic disagreement the Vendian and Cretaceous for-
mations that exposed within adjacent tectonic blocks 
at the pre-Paleogene surface, and flatten the paleorelief.

During the Kiev time, low islands existed in the 
marine basin, which gradually disappeared as the sea 
transgression increased (Figure 9). Carbonate sedi-
ments, represented by monomineral massive pelito-
morphic siderite (borehole 16), were deposited in 
paleosubsidences of the relief. Upwards the section, 
they are changed by glauconite-quartz siltstones with 
siderite cement, which often contain shaped organic 
remains (bryozoans, algae, bivalve shells, sponge spic-
ules). The amount of cement gradually decreases, and 
siltstones are changed by glauconite-quartz aleurites. 
The thickness of sediments within the Pinsk explora-
tion area varies from 0 to 14.5 m, locally increasing in 
the paleosubsidences; the amount of siderite in rocks 
increases here too. 

During the Kharkov time, a new impulse of marine 
transgression (ingression) led firstly to the accumula-
tion of quartz fine-medium-grained glauconite-con-
taining sands up to 12.7 m thick, and then – of glau- 
conite-quartz siltstones up to 15.0 m thick. The degree 

Figure 6 – Basal conglomerate of the Cenomanian age К2s, sample Baz 4–34, depth 66.5 м 
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of roundness of quartz grains is high. At the base of 
the Kharkov siltstone beds there are single inclusions of 
pebbles and boulders with angularly-rounded flattened 
forms (from 5 to 10 cm) of pinkish-brown, dark gray to 
black color quartzites, less often – of vein quartz with 
sulphides. Such fragments could be brought from the 
Mikashevichi-Zhitkovichi Horst, located in 70 km to 
the east, where such quartzites of the Early Proterozo-
ic Belev Suite are extended. The considerable range of 
transfer and the low degree of rounding of these debris 
indicate the existence of underwater currents from the 
basin of the Pripyat-Dnieper Syneclise.

By the end of the Kharkov time, the paleorelief 
unevenness were largely leveled. However, some is-
lands continued to exist, as, for example, that ones in 
the central part of the Pinsk and Ivanovo exploration  
areas. It is interesting, that the axial part of the island of 
the Pinsk exploration area during the Cretaceous time 
had the northeast strike axis, which was shifted to the 
southeast during the Kharkov time.

In the Neogene time, the uplifting of near-fault 
blocks continued, in a result the Paleogene deposits 
were partially destroyed.

The Polesye Saddle has experienced two epochs 
of continental glaciations in the Pleistocene time, 
which are recorded by the presence of terminal mo-

rainic deposits of the Berezino Horizon gQ2bz, and 
the moraine deposits of the Dnieper Subhorizon of 
the Pripyat Horizon gQ2pr1dn. These eras were divid-
ed by the interglacial period, during which fluviogla-
cial and lacustrine-glacial deposits were accumulated  
lgQ2bz – Q2pr1dn [4; 10]. Glacial tongues and tempo-
ral streams of the early-middle Pleistocene within the 
Pinsk prospecting area formed series of contiguous 
gently eroded incisions, elongated in the southeast-
ern direction. Their depths in the Pinsk exploration 
site is about 5–7 m, and to the north of the Pinsk  
exploration area, above the Rechkin-Bizhhetrevichi 
Fault Zone, the depth of the incision is about 35 m  
(borehole Pn-28).

During the Late Pleistocene, a thick stratum of ho-
mogeneous fine-grained lacustrine-alluvial sands of 
the Poozerie Horizon laQ3pz was accumulated on the 
territory of the Polesie Saddle. Water streams formed 
contiguous erosional incisions of the north-west strike 
up to 15–18 m deep in the Lower-Middle Pleistocene 
sediments.

The total thickness of the Pleistocene terrigenous 
stratum is of 12–55 m. The thickness of sediments in-
creasing is observed above the rheologically weakened 
zones of deep faults, which were easier subjected to the 
glaciostatic pressure [8].

Figure 7 – Organogenic cavernous sandy limestone of the Cenomanian age K2s, sample Baz 4–39, depth 73.0 m
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Perspective sites for deposits of the basalt and sa-
ponite-containing basalt tuffs were dedicated by the 
complex of geological and geophysical factors (mini-
mum overburden thickness; at least 7 m of the basalt 
cover thickness; positive anomalies of magnetic and 
gravitational fields, etc.), administrative and territori-
al factors (a lack of settlements and hydrographic ob-
jects). In total, eight perspective sites were identified: 
4 sites within the Pinsk exploration area, 2 sites within 
the Ivanovo area and 2 sites within the Prigranychnaya 
area. Due to an insufficient amount of boreholles 

within the Prigranychnaya area (only 2 boreholes), 
prospecting sites cover almost the entire its territory  
(Figure 1).

The following geological prospecting works are ex-
pedient to carry out:

1. to continue exploration work on perspective sites 
of the Ivanovo, Pinsk, and Prigranychnaya areas;

2. to perform the preliminary exploration of the 
Novy Dvor deposit of basalts and saponite-containing 
basalt tuffs.

Figure 9 – Geological shematic map on the surface of sediments of the Kiev Suite  
of the Paleogene of the Pinsk prospecting area
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ИСТОРИЯ ГЕОЛОГИЧЕСКОГО РАЗВИТИЯ ПОЛЕССКОЙ СЕДЛОВИНЫ  
(НА ПРИМЕРЕ ПИНСКОЙ ПОИСКОВОЙ ПЛОЩАДИ НА БАЗАЛЬТЫ)

О.Ф. Кузьменкова, Г.Д. Стрельцова, Г.Б. Качанко,  
А.Г. Лапцевич, С.С. Манкевич, Т.М. Миненкова

Государственное предприятие «НПЦ по геологии» 
ул. Купревича, 7, 220141, г. Минск  

Е-mail: kuzmenkovaof@mail.ru

Анализ последовательности геологических событий и процессов, протекавших на территории, отно-
симой сегодня к Полесской седловине, в период с позднего протерозоя по настоящее время, позволил 
обоснованно выделить перспективные участки для постановки поисковых работ на выявление место-
рождений базальтов и базальтовых туфов нижнего венда.

ГІСТОРЫЯ ГЕАЛАГІЧНАГА РАЗВІЦЦЯ ПАЛЕСКАЙ СЕДЛАВІНЫ  
(НА ПРЫКЛАДЗЕ ПIНСКАЙ ПОШУКАВАЙ ПЛОШЧЫ НА БАЗАЛЬТЫ)

А.Ф. Кузьмянкова, Г.Д. Стральцова, Г.Б. Качанка,  
А.Г. Лапцэвіч, С.С. Манкевіч, Т.М. Мінянкова

«Навукова-вытворчы цэнтр па геалогіі» 
вул. Купрэвіча, 7, 220141, Мінск, Беларусь 

Е-mail: kuzmenkovaof@mail.ru

Аналіз паслядоўнасці геалагічных падзей і працэсаў, якія адбываліся на тэрыторыі, што сёння нале-
жыць да Палескай седлавіны, у перыяд з позняга пратэразоя па цяперашні час, дазволіў абгрунтавана 
вылучыць перспектыўныя ўчасткі для пастаноўкі пошукавых прац на выяўленне радовішчаў базальтаў  
і базальтавых туфаў нiжняга венда.
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